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From fertile farmlands to sweeping coastlines, Southland is a place of rare wildlife, 
spectacular scenery, classic heritage and friendly locals. Experience world class 
automotive collections or savour the Southland story with delicious seafood or craft beer, 
chocolate and cheeses.

BILL RICHARDSON TRANSPORT WORLD
Bill Richardson Transport World features more than 300 
vehicles, including a significant Henry Ford collection. 

AROUND THE MOUNTAINS CYCLE TRAIL
Experience a single or multi-day experience that takes you 
beside idyllic rivers, through quaint townships and lush 
farmlands with dramatic mountain backdrops.

WAIRAURAHIRI JET ALL DAY ADVENTURE 
Jet boat into the heart of Fiordland National Park, across 
Lake Hauroko and down to the rugged coast via the wild 
Wairaurahiri River. 

DIG THIS 
Dig This Invercargill is New Zealand’s only heavy equipment 
playground. Get ready to rip, push and pull your way to a whole 
new level of excitement.

CATLINS SCENIC AND WILDLIFE TOURS
Explore a world of waterfalls, beaches and unique wildlife on a 
hosted tour of the Catlins.

DRIVE THE SOUTHERN SCENIC ROUTE 
Journey into the captivating lower South Island to uncover 
an unforgettable mix of rare wildlife, remote rugged lands, and 
delicious seafood. 

HUMP RIDGE TRACK
A three-day loop walk that takes hikers along the south coast 
of New Zealand, up to the sub-alpine zone of the Hump Ridge 
and over historic viaducts in the heart of native forest. 

WELCOME ROCK TRAILS
Welcome Rock Trails is a stunning private mountain biking 
and walking track on a high country station with the option of 
overnighting in a back country hut. 

RUGGEDY RANGE
Discover the beautiful Stewart and Ulva islands with Ruggedy 
Range, an ‘off the beaten track’ specialist wilderness guide for 
a unique experience. 

WILD KIWI ENCOUNTER
Learn about Stewart Island’s rich history along the way and get 
up close to the brown kiwi in its unspoilt natural habitat with 
Real Journeys.

For more information on Southland visit traveltrade.newzealand.com
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